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Terms and Acronyms
The following terms and acronyms are used in this document. When applicable, a Request for Change (RFC) is included in 
the Definition column for your reference.

Acronym Definition

IaC Infrastructure as Code

HPC HashiCorp Cloud Platform

TFE Terraform Enterprise

PR Pull Request, a GitHub term used to define new features, enhancements, bugs, etc.

ZPA Zscaler Private Access 
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About This Document
This workflow gives DevOps teams guidelines on use cases, for including Zscaler as part of their DevSecOps security and 
compliance workflows. 

Using Zscaler Private Access (ZPA) via the verified Terraform provider means that Zero Trust policies remain up-to-date, 
since only authorized users can apply configurations to production environments after careful scanning, verification, and 
approval. Part of this configuration requires a ServiceNow template. The ServiceNow project template provided as part 
of this workflow is subject to change. It is provided as is and can be freely modified to suit an organization’s needs and 
differentiated workflows.

This section describes the partners and applications covered in this deployment guide.

Zscaler Overview
Zscaler (NASDAQ: ZS) enables the world’s leading organizations to securely transform their networks and applications for 
a mobile and cloud-first world. Its flagship Zscaler Internet Access (ZIA) and Zscaler Private Access (ZPA) services create 
fast, secure connections between users and applications, regardless of device, location, or network. Zscaler delivers its 
services 100% in the cloud and offers the simplicity, enhanced security, and improved user experience that traditional 
appliances or hybrid solutions can’t match. Used in more than 185 countries, Zscaler operates a massive, global cloud 
security platform that protects thousands of enterprises and government agencies from cyberattacks and data loss. For 
more information on Zscaler, see the Zscaler website or follow Zscaler on Twitter @zscaler. 

ZPA Overview
ZPA is a cloud service that provides secure remote access to internal applications running on cloud or data center using 
a Zero Trust framework. With ZPA, applications are never exposed to the internet, making them completely invisible 
to unauthorized users. The service enables the applications to connect to users via inside-out connectivity rather than 
extending the network to them.

ZPA provides a simple, secure, and effective way to access internal applications. Access is based on policies created by 
the IT administrator within the ZPA Admin Portal and hosted within the Zscaler cloud. On each user device, software 
called Zscaler Client Connector is installed. Zscaler Client Connector ensures the user’s device posture and extends a 
secure microtunnel out to the Zscaler cloud when a user attempts to access an internal application. 

https://www.nasdaq.com/market-activity/stocks/zs
http://www.zscaler.com
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Zscaler Resources
The following table contains links to Zscaler resources based on general topic areas.

Name Definition
ZPA Help Portal Help articles for ZPA

ZPA API Portal Help link to the ZPA API.

ZPA Access Policies Help link for how to configure ZPA access policies with a set of configuration 
examples.

Zscaler Tools Troubleshooting, security and analytics, and browser extensions that help 
Zscaler determine your security needs.

Zscaler Training and Certification Training designed to help you maximize Zscaler products.

Submit a Zscaler Support Ticket Zscaler Support portal for submitting requests and issues.

ZPA Provider GitHub Repository Public GitHub Repository where the provider source code, issues, and Pull 
Requests (PRs) are located.

Achieve Dynamic Zero Trust Services 
Automation with Zscaler and Consul-
Terraform-Sync

Zscaler GitHub repository for Zscaler and Consul integration.

NIA module for Zscaler Private Access Zscaler GitHub repository for NIA module.

Zscaler and HashiCorp Partnership Zscaler and HashiCorp technology partner page.

Zscaler DevOps Zenith Community 
Portal

Zscaler DevOps Community portal.  

ZPA – Consul-Terraform-Sync Module Zscaler GitHub repository for ZPA and Consul module.

ZIA – Consul-Terraform-Sync Module Zscaler GitHub repository for ZIA and Consul module.

HashiCorp Overview
HashiCorp Inc. (Trading Index: HPC) is engaged in solving the infrastructure challenges of cloud adoption by enabling an 
operating model that unlocks the full potential of modern public and private clouds. Its cloud operating model provides 
consistent workflows and a standardized approach to automate the processes involved in delivering applications in the 
cloud: infrastructure provisioning, security, networking, and application deployment. Its main commercial products are 
Terraform, Vault, Consul, Nomad, and Boundary.

For more information on HashiCorp, Inc., see the HashiCorp website or follow them on Twitter @HashiCorp.

HashiCorp Resources
The following table contains links to HashiCorp support resources.

Name Definition
About HashiCorp HashiCorp company description.

Terraform Documentation Terraform online documentation.

HashiCorp Community HashiCorp online community portal.

HashiCorp Support Online support for the HashiCorp platform.

Consul Documentation HashiCorp’s online Consul documentation.

https://help.zscaler.com/zpa
https://help.zscaler.com/zpa/about-zpa-api
https://help.zscaler.com/zpa/configuring-access-policies
https://help.zscaler.com/zia/tools
https://www.zscaler.com/resources/training-certification-overview
https://help.zscaler.com/submit-ticket
https://github.com/zscaler/terraform-provider-zpa
https://www.zscaler.com/blogs/product-insights/achieve-dynamic-zero-trust-services-automation-zscaler-and-consul-terraform?
https://www.zscaler.com/blogs/product-insights/achieve-dynamic-zero-trust-services-automation-zscaler-and-consul-terraform?
https://www.zscaler.com/blogs/product-insights/achieve-dynamic-zero-trust-services-automation-zscaler-and-consul-terraform?
https://github.com/zscaler/terraform-zpa-application-segment-nia
https://www.zscaler.com/partners/hashicorp
https://community.zscaler.com/tag/devops
https://community.zscaler.com/tag/devops
https://github.com/zscaler/terraform-zpa-application-segment-nia
https://github.com/zscaler/terraform-zia-cfw-ip-source-group-nia
https://www.nasdaq.com/market-activity/stocks/hcp
http://www.hashicorp.com/
https://twitter.com/HashiCorp
https://www.hashicorp.com/about
https://www.terraform.io/docs
https://www.hashicorp.com/community
https://support.hashicorp.com/hc/en-us
https://developer.hashicorp.com/consul/docs
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ServiceNow Overview
ServiceNow, Inc. (NYSE: NOW) is an American software company based in Santa Clara, California that develops a cloud 
computing platform to help companies manage digital workflows for enterprise operations. ServiceNow is a Platform as 
a Service (PaaS) provider, providing technical management support, such as IT service management, to the IT operations 
of large corporations, including providing help desk functionality. The company’s core business revolves around 
management of “incident, problem, and change” IT operational events. 

For more information on ServiceNow, Inc., see the ServiceNow website or follow them on Twitter@servicenow. 

ServiceNow Resources
The following table contains links to ServiceNow support resources.

Name Definition
About ServiceNow ServiceNow company description.

ServiceNow Developer Program Website for creating a ServiceNow developer account.

ServiceNow Product 
Documentation

Online documentation for the ServiceNow platform.

ServiceNow Community ServiceNow online community portal.

ServiceNow Support Online support for the ServiceNow platform.

Audience
This guide is for DevOps, DevSecOps, network security analysts, and IT administrators responsible for provisioning and 
managing the Zscaler service. For additional product and company resources, see:

• Appendix A: Requesting Zscaler Support

• Zscaler Resources

• HashiCorp Resources

• ServiceNow Resources

Software Versions
This document was authored using HashiCorp Terraform 1.x.

Request for Comments
• For Prospects and Customers: Zscaler values reader opinions and experiences. Contact partner-doc-support@

zscaler.com to offer feedback or corrections for this guide. 

• For Zscaler Employees: Contact z-bd-sa@zscaler.com to reach the team that validated and authored the 
integrations in this document. 

https://www.nasdaq.com/market-activity/stocks/now
http://www.servicenow.com/
https://www.servicenow.com/company.html
https://developer.servicenow.com/signup?d=70130000000td6N
https://docs.servicenow.com/
https://docs.servicenow.com/
https://community.servicenow.com/community
https://support.servicenow.com/hisp
mailto:partner-doc-support%40zscaler.com?subject=
mailto:partner-doc-support%40zscaler.com?subject=
mailto:z-bd-sa%40zscaler.com?subject=
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Managing ZPA with Terraform
Automation is a key component in the management of the entire software release lifecycle. While we know it is critical 
to the continuous integration and continuous delivery (CI/CD) process, it is becoming equally essential to underlying 
infrastructure on which that process depends.

As automation increases, a new principle for managing infrastructure has emerged to prevent environment drift and 
ensure that infrastructure is consistently and reliably provisioned.

What Is Infrastructure as Code?
Infrastructure as code (IaC) means infrastructure is defined using a declarative model and versioning is controlled along 
with source code. The desired infrastructure is declared in a higher-level descriptive language. Every aspect of the 
infrastructure, including servers, networks, firewalls, and load balancers, can be declared using this model.

The infrastructure is automatically provisioned from the defined model with no manual intervention. This provisioning 
happens with a tool that interacts with APIs to spin up infrastructure as needed. IaC ensures that infrastructure is created 
and updated reliably, safely, and consistently anytime.

Why Terraform?
Terraform is an open source IaC tool developed by HashiCorp. It is very popular for teams that create, manage, and 
update infrastructure across service providers. You can use Terraform to manage anything from physical machines, 
virtual machines, load balancers, firewalls, and many other resources. Terraform accomplishes this by maintaining state 
information as it creates, updates, and deletes your resources. In Terraform, a “provider” is an extension to Terraform that 
allows you to define the various resources it supports.

A provider interacts with the various APIs required to create, update, and delete various resources. Terraform is used to 
manage infrastructure through providers such as Amazon Web Services (AWS), Google Cloud Run (GCR) and Microsoft 
Azure, but Terraform can also be used to manage PaaS and Software as a Service (SaaS) resources.
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ZPA and Terraform Registry
The ZPA Terraform provider is verified under the official HashiCorp registry. The Terraform registry is an interactive 
resource for discovering a wide selection of integrations (providers) and configuration packages (modules) for use with 
Terraform. The registry includes solutions developed by HashiCorp, third-party vendors, and the Terraform community. 

A verified provider is owned and maintained by a third-party technology partner. Providers in this tier indicate HashiCorp 
has verified the authenticity of the provider’s publisher, and that the partner is a member of the HashiCorp Technology 
Partner Program.

Figure 1.  Zscaler Terraform registry
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ZPA Terraform Provider
The ZPA Terraform provider is used to interact with the resources supported by ZPA. The provider needs to be configured 
with the proper credentials before it can be used.

Figure 2.  Terraform multi-cloud workflow

After credentials are configured, the provider can create and manage the following resources:

• App Connector Groups

• Service Edge Groups

• Provisioning Keys

• Application Segments

• Segment Groups

• Server Groups

• Application Servers

• Inspection Control

• Inspection Profile

• Identity Providers

• Log Streaming Service (LSS)

• Browser Access Certificate

• Enrollment Certificates

• SAML and SCIM Attributes

• SCIM Groups

• Access Policies

• Timeout Policies

• Client Forwarding Policies

• Inspection Policies

• Posture Profiles

• Trusted Networks

• Machine Groups
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Creating ZPA API Credentials
Getting started with the ZPA Terraform Provider requires an API key that Terraform uses to access the publicly available 
set of ZPA APIs. An API key consists of a client ID and client secret, which are both required for authentication prior to 
accessing the ZPA API endpoints.

For the ZPA provider, these values must be combined with the customer ID (which is the ID for the respective ZPA 
tenant).

Generating an API key must be done via the ZPA Admin Portal from the API keys page. The Client ID is accessible from the 
management portal.

Login into ZPA Admin Portal
To configure a ZPA API key for authentication via the ZPA Terraform provider, log in into the ZPA Admin Portal using your 
administrator account. If you are unable to log in using your administrator account, contact Zscaler Support.

Figure 3.  ZPA Admin login page

Clipboard-list
If you already have a ZPA API Key that can be used for Terraform automation, skip to the ZPA and Terraform 
Cloud section.
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Configuring ZPA for API Access
The first step is creating a set of API credentials in the ZPA Admin Portal:

1. Go to Administration > API Keys.

Figure 4.  Public API Key Page

2. Copy your customer ID. The Customer ID is needed as part of the authentication process via Terraform.

Figure 5.  API key – Customer ID

3. Select Add API Key.

Figure 6.  Adding a new API key
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4. Provide a Name for the new API key, and ensure its status is Enabled.

5. Click Save to display the client secret.

Figure 7.  Saving the new API Key

6. Copy and store the client secret in a secure place.

Figure 8.  Copy the Client Secret

7. Copy the Client ID for the new API key.

Figure 9.  Copy the Client ID

Clipboard-list
This information is displayed only once and is not recoverable. If you need to generate a new secret, you must 
delete the previously created API key and start the process again.

Locking occurs automatically after three unsuccessful attempts at API access, and persists for 30 minutes.exclamation-triangle
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Authenticating via Terraform
The ZPA provider offers a flexible means of providing credentials for authentication. The following methods are supported 
in this order:

• Environment variables

• Static credentials

• Provider Config

Argument References
A parameter value is taken from the highest priority source, with lower priority sources being ignored. From highest to 
lowest priority, arguments can be given in any or all of the following ways:

1. Directly in the provider block.

2. Environment variable setting (where applicable).

3. From the JSON config file.

The following arguments are supported:

• zpa_client_id – (env:ZPA_CLIENT_ID) – Equivalent to a username.

• zpa_client_secret – (env:ZPA_CLIENT_SECRET) – Equivalent to a password secret.

• zpa_customer_id – (env:ZPA_CUSTOMER_ID) – Unique identifier of a ZPA tenant.

• zpa_cloud – (env:ZPA_CLOUD) – Optional parameter when using the provider to manage the ZPA production 
cloud, but required when managing resources in the ZPA Beta Cloud environment. The accepted values are 
PRODUCTION and BETA.

The following is an example of the contents of a JSON config file: 

Environment Variables
Credentials can be provided via ZPA_CLIENT_ID, ZPA_CLIENT_SECRET, and environment variables. These variables 
represent your ZPA API key credentials along with ZPA_CUSTOMER_ID, which represents the ZPA tenant ID.

macOS and Linux Usage
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Windows Powershell

Static Credentials

Usage

Authentication to ZPA Beta Cloud
The ZPA_CLOUD argument is required when using the ZPA provider to provision the ZPA Beta Cloud. When creating 
resources in the ZPA production cloud, this argument is optional.

macOS and Linux Usage

Hard-coding credentials into any Terraform configuration is not recommended, and doing so risks secret leakage 
if the file is committed to public version control.

You can provide static credentials by specifying the following arguments in-line in the ZPA provider block.

Clipboard-list
The ZPA_CLOUD argument supports the following values: BETA or PRODUCTION.

exclamation-triangle
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Windows Powershell

Static Credentials
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ZPA and Terraform Cloud
Terraform is an IaC tool that defines and manages infrastructure resources through human-readable configuration files. 
Terraform uses a consistent workflow over your infrastructure lifecycle, regardless of the resource provider. The IaC 
workflow lets you declaratively manage a variety of services and automate changes to them, reducing the risk of human 
error in manual operations.

HashiCorp’s Terraform Cloud managed service offering builds on these features by directing Terraform runs in a consistent 
and reliable environment instead of on your local machine. It securely stores state and secret data and can connect to 
version control systems so that you can develop infrastructure using a workflow similar to application development. The 
Terraform Cloud user interface provides a detailed view into the resources managed by a Terraform project and gives 
enhanced visibility into each Terraform operation.

Create Credential Variable Set
Terraform Cloud allows you to define input and environment variables using either workspace-specific variables or sets of 
variables that can be reused across multiple workspaces. The use of variable sets allows you to avoid redefining the same 
variables across workspaces. By using this method, you can securely set the ZPA API credentials so that Terraform can 
authenticate to create and manage resources in the ZPA cloud.

Create a Variable Set
The ZPA API credentials are defined in Terraform Cloud as both input variables and environment variables in variable sets. 
Input variables define the values for variables you reference in your configuration, while environment variables typically 
store provider credentials or modify Terraform’s behavior (such as logging verbosity).

This deployment guide focuses on environment variables. The following steps are based on procedures documented on 
the HashiCorp Terraform Cloud website. To create a variable set: 

1. Select Settings in the top menu bar.

2. Select Variable sets in the left menu bar.

3. Click Create variable set.

Figure 10.  Terraform Cloud – Variable Sets

https://www.terraform.io/intro
https://www.terraform.io/cloud
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4. Name the variable set ZPA Credentials. Apply the variable set to all workspaces in your organization or scoped to 
specific workspaces. When using variable sets with credentials, Zscaler recommends reusing the variable set with 
care and avoid the global option.

Figure 11.  Terraform Cloud – Select Workspaces

5. Define your ZPA credentials as environment variables. See Creating ZPA API Credentials.

Figure 12.  Terraform Cloud – Adding Variables

Clipboard-list
Marking a variable as sensitive prevents Terraform from displaying the variable in the Terraform Cloud user 
interface and makes the variable write-only.
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6. Click Add Variable again. Define the subsequent required environment variables named: ZPA_CLIENT_SECRET, 
mark as sensitive, and click Save variable set. 

Figure 13.  Terraform Cloud – Save Variable Set

7. Terraform Cloud lists your new ZPA API credentials on the Variable sets page. It also references the credentials 
(the number of variables that the credential contains and workspaces the credential applies to), because a specific 
workspace was selected where these credentials are used.

Figure 14.  Terraform Cloud – View variable sets
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ZPA and Terraform Enterprise with ServiceNow Workflow
This guide covers the workflow integration between ZPA and Terraform Enterprise with a ServiceNow approval workflow. 
This integration is leveraged for complete automation, compliance, and security.

Figure 15.  ZPA and Terraform Enterprise with ServiceNow workflow

Terraform Enterprise offers powerful features that address the challenges of deploying infrastructure within teams in 
an organization. Examples include creating deployment guardrails, user permission controls per workspace, centralized 
variable storage, and more. The workflow described in this deployment guide leverages notifications and API endpoints. 

Terraform can be integrated with an external system (such as ServiceNow) that receives status notifications associated 
with a Terraform workspace and issues commands to Terraform using the ZPA Terraform provider to create or update 
resources in the Zscaler cloud.

This guide focuses on a workflow scenario, where the organization Acme Co. uses ZPA to control access to resources 
in Azure and AWS. The organization is standardized in Terraform, leverages the ZPA provider to create and manage 
resources such as application segments, and accesses policies as part of its operational workflow. 

John is a member of the System Administrators team, and Jason a member of the Development team. John’s objective 
is to give Jason freedom to deploy resources in the Azure and AWS Dev environment. Access is controlled via Zero Trust 
policies in ZPA. John’s goal is to allow Jason to create resources freely in the development environment using an approval 
workflow that leverages ServiceNow in case a deployment, in the production environment is requested.

While this approval process can be done directly via Terraform Cloud web interface or via API calls, Acme Co. prefers to 
use an external tool (ServiceNow) to comply with internal requirements and follow their existing workflows.
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Configure Terraform Cloud
This deployment guide describes the workflow and provides sample code that you can customize to meet each of your 
environment needs. 

Create API Token
Log into the Terraform Cloud with administrator credentials at the Terraform Cloud login portal.

Figure 16.  Terraform Cloud login page

Configure Terraform Cloud API Token
To configure the API token in the Terraform Cloud console:

1. Select User Settings > Tokens. 

2. Click Create an API Token. 

Figure 17.  Terraform Cloud User settings

https://app.terraform.io/
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3. Enter a Description for the API token.

4. Click Create API Token.

Figure 18.  Terraform Cloud – Create API token

5. Copy the API Token that is displayed. The API token is displayed only once, so copy and make sure to save it in a safe 
place.

6. Click Done.

Figure 19.  Terraform Cloud – Copy API token

7. The API key token is listed in the Tokens page.
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Figure 20.  Terraform Cloud – View API Token list

Configure Terraform Cloud Workspace for ZPA Configuration
This section creates a workspace in Terraform Cloud that hosts our ZPA configuration. Workspaces organize infrastructure 
into meaningful groups. You can create a Workspaces whenever you need to manage a collection of infrastructure 
resources. Each workspace must have a unique name and its Terraform configuration. Most commonly, the configuration 
is from a connected version control repository such as GitHub or Bitbucket. By connecting a repository into the 
workspaces, every push or pull request automatically triggers a new “Terraform run.”

If you choose not to connect a repository, you’ll need to upload the configuration version for the workspaces using 
Terraform CLI or the API.

For purposes of this deployment guide, connect an existing GitHub repository to a new the Terraform workspace.

Clipboard-list
To connect Terraform Cloud into one of the supported version control systems (VCSs) such as GitHub, Bitbucket, 
or Azure DevOps, see Connecting VCS Providers to Terraform Cloud.

For more information about how configuration versions and connected repositories work, see Terraform 
Configurations in Terraform Cloud Workspaces. 

You can read more information about creating workspaces in the Terraform Cloud and Enterprise 
documentation.

https://www.terraform.io/cloud-docs/vcs
https://www.terraform.io/cloud-docs/workspaces/configurations
https://www.terraform.io/cloud-docs/workspaces/configurations
https://www.terraform.io/cloud-docs/workspaces/creating
https://www.terraform.io/cloud-docs/workspaces/creating
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Creating the ZPA Workspaces in Terraform Cloud
To start with a new workspace:

1. Select the organization that is to be assigned to the workspace.

2. Click +New Workspace or Create one now.

Figure 21.  Terraform Cloud – Create a Workspace

3. Select Version Control Workflow.

Figure 22.  Terraform Cloud – Version control workflow
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4. Choose the VCS that hosts the Terraform configuration for this workspace. In this case, select GitHub Zscaler-BD-SA.

Figure 23.  Terraform Cloud – Version control system

5. Select the repository where the ZPA configuration is located. In this case, choose zscaler-bd-sa/zpa-tfe-config.

Figure 24.  Terraform Cloud – Repository list
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6. Provide a name for the workspace. By default, it inherits the same name of the repository that it is connecting to. In 
this case, it is zpa-tfe-config.

Figure 25.  Terraform Cloud – Configuration settings

7. Select Advanced Options, then select Manual apply. 

The manual apply ensures that an operator with permissions confirms the results of the Terraform plan before 
applying. Since the workspace is connected to a version control system (GitHub), a push to the default branch of the 
linked repository (zpa-tfe-config) triggers a plan and waits for confirmation. The confirmation process in this case is 
handled via a ServiceNow Service Desk incident.

8. Click Create Workspace.

Figure 26.  Terraform Cloud – Advanced options
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Terraform Cloud uploads the configuration hosted in the repository and displays a successfully message when the 
upload is complete.

Figure 27.  Terraform Cloud – Workspace overview

Configure Variable Sets for the New Workspace
The final step in integrating the ZPA configuration into Terraform cloud is to set the ZPA API credentials required for 
authentication, which is described in the section Create a Variable Set.

Click Configure Variables or select Variables.

Figure 28.  Terraform Cloud – Variables
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Because, in this example, the variable sets apply to only a specific workspace, the necessary variables are already 
associated and no further steps are required at this point.

Figure 29.  Terraform Cloud – Environment Variables
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Configure ServiceNow for Terraform Cloud
In this section, configure the ServiceNow instance to use the scripted REST API feature. The scripted REST API feature 
allows application developers to build custom web service APIs, as ServiceNow listens for Terraform notifications.

ServiceNow and Terraform Enterprise Pre-Built Template
Zscaler developed a project that you can upload directly to your ServiceNow instance. The script is in a GitHub repository. 

Uploading ServiceNow Sample Project
After you have the sample project script downloaded, upload it into your ServiceNow instance:

1. On the Filter Navigator, search for Retrieved Update Sets.

2. Click Import Update Sets from XML.

Figure 30.  ServiceNow Update Set from XML

Clipboard-list
The workflow described in this guide supports both a ServiceNow Dev Account and a production tenant 
account. This deployment guide uses a production tenant.

Using a personal developer instance is described in more detail in the ServiceNow online documentation. 

https://developer.servicenow.com/dev.do#!/learn/learning-plans/rome/new_to_servicenow/app_store_learnv2_buildmyfirstapp_rome_personal_developer_instances
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3. Choose the project template downloaded from the GitHub repository, then click Upload.

Figure 31.  Upload template

4. Open the project zscaler. 

Figure 32.  Zscaler Terraform template

5. Preview and then commit the changes that are made to your system.

Figure 33.  Preview and commit the set
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Previewing and Uploading the ServiceNow Sample Project
Click Preview Update Set.

Figure 34.  Update the set

Solving a Template Upload Problem
In some cases, during the preview or commit, you might receive an error.

Figure 35.  Upload error

To resolve this issue:

1. Scroll to the bottom of the page.

2. Select all Update Set Preview Problems.

3. In the drop-down menu, select Accept Remote Update.

Figure 36.  Accept remote update
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4. In the drop-down menu, select Accept Remote Update.

5. Click Commit Update Set.

Figure 37.  Commit update set

6. If successful, click Close.

Figure 38.  Update set commit
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Setting Up Terraform Enterprise Token Credentials
In this section, configure ServiceNow to send REST API outbound messages to Terraform Cloud. ServiceNow outbound 
REST functionality allows you to retrieve, create, update, or delete data on a web service server that supports the REST 
architecture (in this case, Terraform Cloud).

These messages are issued by ServiceNow and are intended to trigger a Terraform run after a request is approved and 
intended to push changes to the Zscaler cloud (such as a “Terraform apply”).  

1. On the Filter Navigator, select REST Message.

Figure 39.  Outbound REST message

2. Select Terraform Notifications.

Figure 40.  Terraform notifications
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3. Click in the hyperlink here to edit the record.

4. Select the HTTP Request tab and click Authorization.

5. Replace the word INSERT_TERRAFORM_CLOUD_TOKEN with the Terraform Cloud token created in the Configure 
Terraform Cloud API Token.

Figure 41.  Terraform notifications

Clipboard-list
Only replace the word INSERT_TERRAFORM_CLOUD_TOKEN.
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Configure Terraform Enterprise Notifications 
With the ServiceNow side configured, login back into Terraform Enterprise portal to configure the webhook notification 
within the desired workspace.

In the Terraform Enterprise portal:

1. Open the desired workspace.

2. Select Settings > Notifications.

Figure 42.  Terraform Cloud Workspace notifications

3. Select Create a Notification.

Figure 43.  Terraform Cloud create notifications
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4. Make sure Webhook is selected.

5. Enter the Name for the notification.

6. In Webhook URL, enter the values generated when you uploaded the ServiceNow Project Template configuration. 
The Webhook URL format is https://INSTANCE_ID.service-now.com/BASE_API_PATH.

Figure 44.  Terraform Cloud Webhook configuration

7. Leave the Token field blank unless you want Terraform Cloud to authenticate to ServiceNow for API calls. The 
HashiCorp Terraform online documentation describes this functionality.  

8. Select Only certain events, deselect all except Needs Attention. This means that Terraform Enterprise issues a 
notification from this workspace only after a successful check and before an apply. 

Figure 45.  Terraform Cloud – Configure triggers

9. Select Create a notification.

10. Ensure the Webhook notification is Enabled.

https://www.terraform.io/cloud-docs/api-docs/notification-configurations#notification-authenticity
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11. Click Send a test. A 200 OK message is displayed at the status field.

Figure 46.  Terraform Cloud – Test notification
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Working with Terraform Enterprise Incidents in ServiceNow
Now that your workflow is in place, start the first Terraform Run using the ZPA configuration to push via the ZPA provider 
to the portal.

Configuring ZPA Resources via ZPA Terraform Provider
In this section, use Terraform to configure a few resources. The resources are pushed to the GitHub repository, which then 
triggers a run in the Terraform Cloud portal and subsequently a ServiceNow approval workflow.

Create an Application Segment. An application segment depends on two additional resources for successful creation: a 
Segment Group and a Server Group. 

Segment Group Configuration
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Server Group Configuration
A Server Group resource depends on the existence of an App Connector Group resource.

App Connector Group Configuration
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Pushing ZPA Configuration to GitHub Repository
In this section, add the new configuration created in Configuring ZPA Resources via ZPA Terraform Provider to the GitHub 
Repository. If you are using Visual Studio code, you can push the configuration directly. For purposes of this deployment 
guide, the Git command line is used.

1. Open your terminal.

2. Navigate to the directory where the ZPA configuration is located.

3. Type the following commands: 

• git add .

• git commit -a -m “Added New Application Segment”

• git push

Observing Run Request in the Terraform Cloud
Next, return to the Terraform Cloud portal, and observe that a new run request has been sent due to the new push via 
GitHub.

Notice that the plan is triggered by a push to the main branch.

1. Click See Details.

Figure 47.  Terraform run planning

The option to Confirm & Apply is available when the user has full administrative access. You can restrict non-
administrative users from this option.exclamation-triangle

https://code.visualstudio.com/
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2. In the Runs tab, you see:

• (2) The same description given during the push to GitHub.

• (3) The Terraform plan was finished successfully.

• (4) The Terraform apply is still pending.

Figure 48.  Terraform run planning

Approving the Run Request in ServiceNow
The final step in this workflow is to approve the Run Request in ServiceNow:

1. Log in to the ServiceNow Dashboard.

2. In the search filter, search for Service Desk > Incidents.

Figure 49.  Service Desk - Incidents
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3. In the Incidents search filter, type TFE.

Figure 50.  Service Desk – Incident list

4. Select the incident with a State of New.

5. In the following example, select incident INC0010012. The details of the incident are opened via Terraform Cloud:

• (1) Incident Number

• (2) Subcategory

• (3) Short description

• (4) Description. You can customize as needed, so ServiceNow can parse only the information required for the 
approval.

Figure 51.  Service Desk – Incident

6. Select the Resolution Information tab.

• (1) Choose a Resolution code.

• (2) Add a Resolution notes.

• (3) Click Resolve.

Figure 52.  Service Desk – Resolve incident
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7. After the Incident is resolved in ServiceNow, observe the Terraform plan transitioning into the apply stage.

• (1) The name of the GitHub Commit.

• (2) The transition into Apply running.

• (3) The new application segment created successfully.

Figure 53.  Service Desk – Resolve incident

8. See that the Apply stage finished successfully.

Figure 54.  Added New Application Segment window
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9. The run is confirmed.

Figure 55.  Run confirmation
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Zscaler Posture Control and Terraform Cloud Integration
A Zscaler Posture Control IaC scan integrates with Terraform Cloud and Scan Terraform workspaces. The workspaces 
contain run tasks that generate a Terraform plan template. The IaC Scan performs a scan on the Terraform plan template 
every time a run task is triggered and detects misconfigurations and policy violations

Configuring API Token in Terraform Cloud
Before proceeding with the ZPC integration, you must first create an API token in the Terraform Cloud administration 
portal.

To create the Terraform Cloud API token:

1. Log in to the Terraform Cloud.

2. Go to User Settings.

3. Select Tokens on the left navigation menu.

4. Click Create an API token.

Figure 56.  Terraform Cloud Tokens

5. Copy this API token.

6. Save the API token to use later during the ZPC configuration.

Configuring IaC Scan for Terraform Cloud
To configure the Zscaler IaC Scan for Terraform Cloud:

1. Go to Administration > Version Control & CI/CD Systems.

2. On the Version Control & CI/CD Systems page, click Add IaC Integration.
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Figure 57.  Version Control & CI/CD Systems

3. Under General Information:

a. For IaC Scanner Type, select CI/CD.

b. For Platform, select Terraform Cloud.

4. Click Next.

Figure 58.  General Information

5. Under General Configuration, paste the Terraform Cloud API token created in the Configuring API Token in 
Terraform Cloud section.

6. Click Next.
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Figure 59.  Add API Token

If you want to use another API token for reauthorization at a later point in time, you can click the Key icon for the 
specific Terraform Cloud account and add the new API token.exclamation-triangle
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7. Under Organization Selection, select the required organization.

Figure 60.  Terraform Cloud Organization

8. Click Next.

9. Under Choose Workspaces, select the workspaces to enable for scanning.

Figure 61.  Workspaces for scanning

10. Click Next.

11. 
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12. (Optional) Under Advanced Settings, set the security threshold for each run task, if required.

a. Select the checkbox for the required workspaces.

b. From the Actions drop-down menu, select Change Fail Check Criteria. A confirmation message appears.

Figure 62.  Advanced Settings

c. Select the required security threshold (Critical, High, Medium, or Low) to apply to the specific workspace.

d. Click Confirm.

Figure 63.  Confirmation

13. Click Next.

14. Review the integration details.

15. Click the Edit icon if you want to make any changes.

16. Click Finish.

The Terraform Cloud integration is successful, and the organization is displayed on the Version Control & CI/CD Systems 
page.

If the Run task is mandatory, then IaC scan will fail the task if it has policy violations that match any of the security 
thresholds selected in step c. If the Run task is in advisory mode, then IaC scan will not fail the task even if there 
are policy violations.

You can apply a security threshold to each workspace. For example, you can fail a Run task that introduces 
“Critical” or “High” issues from a workspace that is used to deploy to a production environment. If the same Run 
task has a “Low” threshold and the code must be merged to a workspace that is used to deploy in a development 
environment, then you can pass the Run task. However, the alert notification is generated in both scenarios.

exclamation-triangle
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Viewing the IaC Scan Summary and Alerts
After scanning the Terraform Run task, you can view the total number of policy violations along with the severity of these 
violations in the Terraform Cloud UI. You can see the total policies along with passed and failed findings. This information 
indicates if the code is violation-free for the policies evaluated, or if none of the policies were evaluated for this resource.

You can also directly navigate to the ZPC Admin Portal from the Terraform Cloud UI to view the IaC alerts that are 
generated for the specific policy violation.

To view the IaC scan summary and alert details:

1. In the Terraform Cloud UI, go to Workspaces > Runs to view the scan results.

2. Scroll down to view the policy violations and click Details. You are redirected to the Alerts page in the ZPC Admin 
Portal if you are already logged in. If not, the ZPC login page is displayed.

 

Figure 64.  Triggered via UI

3. On the IaC Alerts tab, click the Scan ID to view the alert details.

Figure 65.  Alerts
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Zscaler and HashiCorp Consul-Terraform-Sync

Migrating to the cloud offers organizations greater scale and agility for deploying applications. But with that agility comes 
greater complexity and a higher volume of manual tasks. These challenges prevent operators from taking full advantage 
of the benefits the cloud offers and increases strain on their teams. To address these challenges, operators need a way to 
automate and optimize their existing processes to move at the speed that cloud networking demands.

The complexity of managing the security policies and compliance for those applications, exacerbated by the technical 
difficulties faced by security teams who use manual processes for change management, might lead to implementation 
and operations delays and security risks. 

Applications can be both continuously secure and reliable, with closer collaboration between the DevOps and 
DevSecOps teams, via practices that reinforce security at every stage of the development pipeline. 

Transparent security promotes expedited application deployment and makes the DevOps and Platform team an equal 
stakeholder in producing highly resilient and secure applications.

This section provides insight on how Consul-Terraform-Sync can help organizations to automate their Zscaler 
deployment, across both Zscaler Private Access and/or Zscaler Internet Access. The instructions in this section 
should be considered as “art of the possible” workflows, as every organization’s deployment is unique and 
requires additional customizations not covered in this deployment guide.

exclamation-triangle
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Consul-Terraform-Sync
HashiCorp Consul addresses the complexities of cloud-based services through Network Infrastructure Automation. This 
enables dynamic updates across a multi-cloud environment to ensure consistent security and compliance at the speed 
applications are developed, deployed, and made available for user consumption.

One way that Consul provides infrastructure automation is through Consul-Terraform-Sync (CTS). Consul-Terraform-
Sync runs a daemon that watches Consul state changes at the application layer (based on service health changes, new 
instances deployed, etc.) and forwards the data to the Zscaler Terraform modules that are then automatically triggered.

CTS uses Terraform as its underlying automation tool and leverages the Terraform Provider ecosystem to drive 
relevant changes. All these capabilities combined allow organizations to automate their day-N operations, so that the 
infrastructure is in constant alignment with the application state, while at the same time, the entire process is abstracted 
into a declarative model, as displayed in the picture below:

Figure 66.  Zscaler and Terraform integration

In addition, CTS guarantees that your automation process across the Zscaler platform is easily repeatable with consistent 
results.
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Zscaler Private Access with Consul-Terraform-Sync (CTS)
Zscaler Private Access provides a CTS automation module that leverages the ZPA Terraform Provider.

ZPA Application Segments: From a ZPA perspective, an application is a fully qualified domain name (FQDN), local domain 
name, or IP address, that is defined by an administrator on a standard set of ports. An application segment resource 
groups a set of defined applications based on access type or user privilege. This CTS module is designed to add, update, 
or delete application entries in an application segment as new applications are registered in the Consul catalog.

Figure 67.  ZPA Application Segments

Prerequisites
1. A Zscaler Private Access tenant.

2. Zscaler Private Access API Credentials. These credentials are used so by Terraform and Consul-Terraform-Sync to 
authenticate the ZPA cloud to create resources. If you don’t have ZPA API credentials, visit the Zscaler help portal or 
community article.

3. A Consul datacenter with server and client nodes, and the configuration directory for Consul agents at /etc/
consul.d/.

4. A server with Consul-Terraform-Sync (CTS) installed. This server requires communication to the Consul datacenter 
for automation between these two products.

The process to deploy and configure Consul datacenter servers is out of the scope of this deployment guide. For 
detailed instructions on how to deploy Consul in a production-based environment, please refer to the HashiCorp 
Developer’s portal.

exclamation-triangle

https://registry.terraform.io/providers/zscaler/zpa/latest
https://help.zscaler.com/zpa/about-api-keys
https://community.zscaler.com/t/video-zpa-terraform-provider-video-series-ep1/18691
https://developer.hashicorp.com/consul/docs
https://developer.hashicorp.com/consul/docs
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Consul Server Service Catalog
When a consul server is fully deployed and operational, services which have been properly registered via the Consul 
client are shown in the Consul Services page.

Figure 68.  Consul services

Consul-Terraform-Sync and Consul Task Configuration
A task is the translation of dynamic service information from the Consul Catalog into network infrastructure changes 
downstream. Consul-Terraform-Sync (CTS) automates executing tasks using network drivers. For a Terraform driver, the 
scope of a task is a Terraform module.

Terraform Providers Block

Configuring Terraform providers within CTS requires two config components. The first component is required within the 
driver.terraform block. All providers configured for CTS must be listed within the required providers stanza to satisfy a 
Terraform v0.13+ requirement for Terraform to discover and install them. The providers listed are later organized by CTS 
to be included in the appropriate Terraform configuration files for each task.

https://developer.hashicorp.com/consul/docs/nia/configuration#terraform-driver
https://developer.hashicorp.com/terraform/language/providers/requirements#requiring-providers
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Terraform Cloud and Consul-Terraform-Sync Integration

The Terraform Cloud driver enables CTS Enterprise to integrate with Terraform Cloud, including both the self-hosted 
distribution and the managed service. With this driver, CTS automates Terraform runs and remote operations for 
workspaces.

An overview of features enabled with Terraform Cloud can be viewed within the Network Drivers documentation.

Clipboard-list
Only one network driver can be configured per deployment of CTS.

This feature requires Consul-Terraform-Sync Enterprise, which is available with Consul Enterprise.
exclamation-triangle

https://www.hashicorp.com/products/terraform/editions/enterprise
https://www.hashicorp.com/products/terraform/editions/enterprise
https://www.hashicorp.com/products/terraform/editions/cloud
https://developer.hashicorp.com/consul/docs/nia/network-drivers
https://www.hashicorp.com/products/consul/features
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Setting Up Authentication

Consul-Terraform-Sync requires authentication to interact with the upstream ZPA API. The authentication methods can 
be configured in two ways: Static Credentials or Environmental Variables.

Static Credentials

Environment Variables

Credentials can be provided via ZPA_CLIENT_ID, ZPA_CLIENT_SECRET environment variables. These variables represent 
your ZPA API key credentials along with ZPA_CUSTOMER_ID, which represents the ZPA tenant ID.

1. To set your credentials as environment variables, use the command export as displayed in the below image.

2. In the Consul-Terraform-Sync task file search for the block terraform_provider and set your credentials as per 
the following code example This section instructs Consul-Terraform-Sync to look for environment variables matching 
the values contained within the curly brackets.

 

Hard-coding credentials into any Terraform configuration is not recommended, and doing so risks secret leakage 
if the file is committed to public version control.

You can provide static credentials by specifying the following arguments in-line in the ZPA provider block.

exclamation-triangle

http://ZPA API
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HashiCorp Vault Dynamic Credentials

If your organization leverages HashiCorp Vault to store the ZPA API credentials, you must set your Consul-Terraform-Sync 
task to dynamically search for the necessary attributes within the Vault KV store. The below configuration block displays 
how the CTS task must be configured.

 

Task Configuration Block

The task block captures the network automation process by defining which resources to update on a given condition. 
You can configure CTS to execute one or more tasks that contain a list of Consul services, a Terraform module, and various 
Terraform providers.

Within the task block, the list of services for a task represents the service layer that drives network automation. The 
module is the discovery location of the Terraform module that defines the network automation process for the task. 

The condition block triggers the task on services that can match a variety of criteria such as regular expressions regexp or 
services listed by name in names.

 

The task automatically creates an application segment within the ZPA cloud whenever a new service containing the 
strings “web” or “api” are registered within the Consul catalog.

Either regexp or names must be configured, but not both.
exclamation-triangle

https://www.vaultproject.io/
https://developer.hashicorp.com/consul/docs/nia/configuration#task
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Executing Consul-Terraform-Sync Automation

Once all infrastructure is deployed and the Consul Service Catalog is populated, you can execute the consul-terraform-
sync task.

To get started:

1. Open a command prompt.

2. Navigate to the folder where the .hcl task file is located.

3. Execute the following command:

consul-terraform-sync start -config-file config.hcl.

4. The log outputs form Consul-Terraform-Sync show the progress of the configuration as it is performed in near real-
time. By default consul-terraform-sync always runs in Daemon mode.

5. Navigate to the ZPA portal, and you identify the new Application segment with all matching entries is automatically 
created by the CTS automation.

Figure 69.  Application Segments
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Consul-Terraform-Sync Modes

The default mode is daemon mode. In this mode Consul-Terraform-Sync passes through a once-mode phase, 
were it tries to run all the tasks once, and then turns into a long running process. During the once-mode phase, 
the daemon exits with a non-zero status if it encounters an error. After successfully passing through once-mode 
phase, errors are logged and the process is not expected to exit.

You can also start Consul-Terraform-Sync as a systemd process. To learn how to configure Consul-Terraform-Sync 
as a systemd process, see Secure Consul-Terraform-Sync for Production.

exclamation-triangle

https://developer.hashicorp.com/consul/tutorials/network-infrastructure-automation/consul-terraform-sync-secure
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Zscaler Internet Access and HashiCorp Consul-Terraform-Sync
Zscaler Internet Access provides a CTS automation module, which leverages the ZIA Terraform Provider.

Orchestrate Firewall Management
Dynamically automate IP source group changes in the ZIA Cloud Firewall with the CTS module for ZIA to ensure strict 
adherence to security and compliance policies.

Figure 70.  Firewall Management

Prerequisites
1. A ZIA tenant.

2. ZIA API Credentials. These credentials are used so that both Terraform and Consul-Terraform-Sync can authenticate 
to the ZPA cloud to create resources. If you don’t have ZPA API credentials, visit the Zscaler help portal or 
community article.

3. A Consul datacenter with server and client nodes, and the configuration directory for Consul agents at /etc/
consul.d/.

4. A server with Consul-Terraform-Sync (CTS) installed. This server requires communication to the Consul datacenter 
for automation between these two products.

The process to deploy and configure Consul datacenter servers is out of the scope of this deployment guide. For 
detailed instructions on how to deploy Consul in a production-based environment, please refer to the HashiCorp 
Developer’s portal.

exclamation-triangle

https://help.zscaler.com/zpa/about-api-keys
https://community.zscaler.com/t/video-zpa-terraform-provider-video-series-ep1/18691
https://developer.hashicorp.com/consul/doc
https://developer.hashicorp.com/consul/doc
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Consul Server Service Catalog
When a consul server is fully deployed and operational, services that are properly registered via the Consul client are 
shown in the Consul Services page.

Figure 71.  Consul Services

Consul-Terraform-Sync and Consul Task Configuration
A task is the translation of dynamic service information from the Consul Catalog into network infrastructure changes 
downstream. Consul-Terraform-Sync (CTS) carries out automation for executing tasks using network drivers. For a 
Terraform driver, the scope of a task is a Terraform module.

Terraform Providers Block

Configuring Terraform providers within CTS requires two config components. The first component is required within the 
driver.terraform block. All providers configured for CTS must be listed within the  required_providers stanza to satisfy a 
Terraform v0.13+ requirement for Terraform to discover and install them. The providers listed are later organized by CTS 
to be included in the appropriate Terraform configuration files for each task.

 

https://developer.hashicorp.com/consul/docs/nia/configuration#terraform-driver
https://developer.hashicorp.com/terraform/language/providers/requirements#requiring-providers
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Terraform Cloud and Consul-Terraform-Sync Integration

The Terraform Cloud driver enables CTS Enterprise to integrate with Terraform Cloud, including both the self-hosted 
distribution and the managed service. With this driver, CTS automates Terraform runs and remote operations for 
workspaces.

You can see an overview of features enabled with Terraform Cloud in Network Drivers documentation.

You can only configure one network driver per deployment of CTS.

 

Setting Up Authentication

Consul-Terraform-Sync requires authentication to interact with the upstream ZIA API. The authentication methods can be 
configured in two ways:

Static Credentials

This feature requires Consul-Terraform-Sync Enterprise, which is available with Consul Enterprise.
exclamation-triangle

Zscaler doesn’t recommend hard-coding credentials into any Terraform configuration, and doing so risks secret 
leakage if the file is committed to public version control.

You can provide static credentials by specifying the following arguments in-line in the ZPA provider block.

exclamation-triangle

https://www.hashicorp.com/products/terraform/editions/enterprise
https://www.hashicorp.com/products/terraform/editions/enterprise
https://www.hashicorp.com/products/terraform/editions/cloud
https://developer.hashicorp.com/consul/docs/nia/network-drivers
https://www.hashicorp.com/products/consul/features
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Environment Variables 

You can provide credentials via environment variables using the ZIA_USERNAME, ZIA_PASSWORD, ZIA_API_KEY, and ZIA 
attributes. Additionally, the variable ZIA_CLOUD is mandatory and identifies the ZIA tenant URL.

1. To set your credentials as environment variables, use the command export.

2. In the Consul-Terraform-Sync task file search for the block terraform_provider and set your credentials as per 
the following code. This section instructs Consul-Terraform-Sync to look for environment variables matching the 
values contained within the curly brackets.

 

HashiCorp Vault Dynamic Credentials

Organizations leveraging HashiCorp Vault to store the ZIA API credentials must set Consul-Terraform-Sync task to 
dynamically search for the necessary attributes within the Vault KV store.

The following configuration block displays how the CTS task must be configured.

https://www.vaultproject.io/
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Task Configuration Block

The task block captures the network automation process by defining which resources to update on a given condition. 
CTS can be configured to execute 1 or more tasks that contain a list of Consul services, a Terraform module, and various 
Terraform providers.

Within the task block, the list of services for a task represents the service layer that drives network automation. The 
module is the discovery location of the Terraform module that defines the network automation process for the task. 

The condition block triggers the task on services that can match a variety of criteria such as regular expressions regexp or 
services listed by name in names. 

 

The task automatically creates an Source IP Groups within the ZIA cloud, whenever a new service containing the strings 
nginx, web or api are registered within the Consul catalog.

Either regexp or names must be configured, but not both.
exclamation-triangle

https://help.zscaler.com/zia/about-source-ip-groups
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Executing Consul-Terraform-Sync Automation

Once all infrastructure is deployed and the Consul Service Catalog is populated, you can execute the consul-terraform-
sync task.

1. Open a command prompt.

2. Navigate to the folder where the .hcl task file is located

3. Execute the following command:

consul-terraform-sync start -config-file config.hcl

4. The log outputs form Consul-Terraform-Sync show the progress of the configuration being performed in near real-
time.

5. By default, consul-terraform-sync always runs in Daemon mode.

 

6. Login to the ZIA portal with administrator credentials.

7. Navigate to Administration > IP & FQDN Groups.
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8. You will identify that a new Source IP Group with all IPv4 matching entries have been automatically created by the 
CTS automation.

Figure 72.  IP & FQDN Groups

Figure 73.  Edit Source IPv4 Group

ZIA requires post-activation after every modification. The CTS module has been purposefully designed to trigger 
activation at every timestamp modification to ensure changes take effect shortly after the modification has been 
deployed by the Consul-Terraform-Sync.

exclamation-triangle
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Consul-Terraform-Sync Modes

The default mode is daemon mode. Consul-Terraform-Sync passes through a once-mode phase, in which it tries 
to run all the tasks once and then turns into a long running process. During the once-mode phase, the daemon 
exits with a non-zero status if it encounters an error. After successfully passing through once-mode phase, errors 
are logged and the process is not expected to exit.

You may also start Consul-Terraform-Sync as a systemd process. To learn how to configure Consul-Terraform-Sync 
as a systemd process, see Secure Consul-Terraform-Sync for Production.

exclamation-triangle

https://developer.hashicorp.com/consul/tutorials/network-infrastructure-automation/consul-terraform-sync-secure
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Appendix A: Requesting Zscaler Support
This template and solution are released under an as-is, best effort, support policy. These scripts are community 
supported, and the Zscaler Business Development Team contributes its expertise as needed. Zscaler doesn’t provide 
technical support regarding using or troubleshooting the components of the project through normal support options, 
such as Zscaler support teams, ASC (Authorized Support Centers) partners, or backline support options. 

The underlying product used (ZPA API) by the scripts or templates are supported, however the support is for only the 
product functionality and not for help in deploying or using the template or script itself. Unless explicitly tagged, all 
projects or work posted in the Zscaler GitHub repository or sites other than the Zscaler Support page are provided under 
the “best effort” policy.     

     

 

https://help.zscaler.com/zpa/api-reference
https://github.com/zscaler
https://help.zscaler.com/login-tickets
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